Accuracy promotes four new partners in three of its offices
th

Neuilly-sur-Seine, 12 February 2018
After the recruitment of four new partners in 2017, Accuracy, the independent advisory firm created in 2004, has
promoted another four consultants to partner level in three of its offices. This brings the total number of partners in
the firm to 47 for a total headcount of 370 across 15 offices worldwide.

Jean-Romain Gotteland specialises in restructuring in Accuracy’s Paris office and also in transaction and
carve-out matters. Having completed his studies in telecommunications engineering and a master’s
degree in finance, he first worked for a Big Four firm before joining Accuracy in 2006. He has been
involved in many significant and complex engagements and has developed profound expertise in
manufacturing-related financial issues across various industries.

Zane Hedge joined Accuracy in 2016 as a director and has helped to establish Accuracy’s new presence in
Dubai. He specialises in Project Advisory and Disputes and has substantial experience in forensic delay
analysis, project management and contractual advice. Zane is a member of the Chartered Institute of
Building in the UK (he is a Chartered Construction Manager) and holds master’s degrees in both Project
Management and Construction Law & Dispute Resolution. He has worked on engagements in various
legal jurisdictions across the world.

Jean-Alexandre Privesse joined Accuracy in 2008, after prior experiences in a Big Four firm (Transaction
Services) and in a Private Equity house. He specialises in all transaction- and optimisation-related
matters, from decision-making and due diligence to post-merger engagements, with expertise in data
science and digital solutions. He most often works with large corporations and private equity funds in an
international environment.
Jean-Alexandre graduated from HEC in 2004.

Ghislain Richter joined Accuracy in Paris in 2011 after gaining significant experience in banking and
advisory firms. He specialises in financial advisory engagements, particularly in highly technical industries
such as financial services, infrastructure and defence. Ghislain transferred to Accuracy’s Montreal office
in 2014 and now runs Accuracy’s business financial advisory services in Canada. Ghislain holds an MBA in
business finance.

For Frédéric Duponchel, the managing partner and CEO of Accuracy, ‘The promotion of our new partners is testament to
their high-end work and dedication to bespoke service for clients. They have developed skills and in-depth expertise in
various situations and sectors, and they have become the points of reference in their respective areas for all Accuracians.
They shine as examples of what is possible for our consultants here at Accuracy.’

www.accuracy.com

About Accuracy
Accuracy, 100% held by its partners, is the sole totally independent international player in its field of expertise providing
advice to company management and shareholders (facts, figures, strategy).
Accuracy combines various areas of expertise to translate strategy into figures, understand them, analyse them, question
them, verify their reliability and provide recommendations based on them. In this way, Accuracy’s teams help company
management make effective decisions.
Accuracy provides its in-depth knowledge and expertise to its clients to help them face different situations: transactions,
disputes, turnarounds, decisions.
Accuracy is present in 12 countries in Europe, North America, Asia, Middle East and Africa and leads engagements all over
the world.
Accuracy counts 370 consultants, of which 47 partners.
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